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In 2016, the Democratic and Republican Party 
platforms called for reinstating some version of 

the Glass–Steagall act, the 1933 law that separated 
commercial and investment banking. This separa-
tion was a major policy mistake, rooted in the mis-
guided belief that politicians and bureaucrats can 
appropriately design financial markets by dictating 
precisely who can take which financial risks. Rein-
stating anything similar to a Glass–Steagall separa-
tion would be an even greater misstep.

Such a policy would be completely inconsistent 
with the Trump administration’s stated goals of 
empowering individuals to make independent choic-
es, fostering vibrant financial markets, and enabling 
american companies to be more competitive with 
foreign firms.1 Such a misguided policy also would 
deprive the financial sector of the very competitive 
forces that strengthen markets by exposing weak-
nesses, inefficiencies, and inequities. In the name of 
bringing stability to financial markets, Glass–Stea-
gall does the opposite by restricting firms’ ability to 
diversify their investments—a basic principle in pro-
tecting against the ebb and flow of the economy.

The Critical Role of Financial Risk
Financial intermediaries—firms that pool individ-

uals’ funds and channel the money to others who need 
capital to operate—are a central reason why the econ-
omy of the United States is as productive as it is. Many 
different types of companies, including banks, invest-
ment banks, investment companies, credit unions, 
and venture capital funds, fulfill this role by taking 
financial risks.2 The process of financial intermedia-
tion, whether carried out by banks, investment banks, 
or other intermediaries, is a vital component of eco-
nomic growth because it facilitates capital formation 
and the efficient allocation of scarce capital resources.

Without this financial risk-taking, raising the 
capital necessary to launch or operate a business 
or borrowing to buy or build a home would be much 
more difficult and expensive, if not impossible. 
When people fail to take these financial risks, soci-
ety suffers from fewer goods and services available 
and at higher prices.3 Empirical research cautions 
against relying on excessive government supervi-
sion and regulation of this risk-taking—even in the 
banking sector—because doing so works against the 
development of a healthy financial system.4 Restric-
tions like Glass–Steagall’s are a classic example of 
excessive regulation that harms both the financial 
system and the broader economy.

Financial Diversification Lowers Risk
Sound financial practice dictates that investing 

in a diverse portfolio of assets rather than one sin-
gle type of asset reduces an investor’s financial risk. 
Holding a diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds, 
for example, is less risky than holding a single risky 
security or loan. The same principle applies to finan-
cial firms, whether they are buying securities or 
making loans.
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a bank that lends only to one type of industrial 
customer in a local market is exposed to greater risk 
than one that lends to many different types of cus-
tomers across several geographic locations. Similarly, 
a financial firm that diversifies by investing funds in 
many different types of assets—bonds, money mar-
ket funds, equities, and various commercial loans—is 
exposed to less financial risk than a bank that makes 
only commercial loans.

These ideas are not merely theoretical. The U.S. 
has already had two major crises exacerbated by 
banks that lent in narrow markets: in one case, geo-
graphic markets and in the other, asset markets.5 
Banks that diversify are better protected against 
unique problems that arise in one sector of the 
economy, so it makes perfect sense that combined 
commercial–investment banking firms were stron-
ger than their single-focused counterparts in the 
1930s.6 It makes little sense to return to a regula-
tory framework that legally forces financial firms 

into becoming narrowly focused entities that can-
not adequately diversify their risks. The notion that 
doing so could improve the stability of the banking 
system is based on a flawed understanding of finan-
cial risk.

Commercial Lending Is About Taking Risk
Supporters of reinstating Glass–Steagall claim 

that the 1933 law “forbade commercial banks from 
engaging in risky speculative investments”7 and 
that its repeal in 1999 led to the risky behavior that 
caused the financial crisis.8 There are several prob-
lems with this story, not the least of which is that 
the 1999 Gramm–Leach–Bliley act (GLBa) did not 
repeal the Glass–Steagall act.9 Perhaps most impor-
tant, though, is that restrictions like those in Glass–
Steagall did not—and would not—prevent banks from 
making so-called risky speculative investments. all 
investments, including commercial loans, are risky 
and speculative.
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Banks are in the business of using customer depos-
its, many of which have to be returned to the customer 
on demand, to make long-term loans. These loans are, 
by definition, risky speculative investments because 
there is simply no way to know for certain whether a 
borrower will repay a loan. In fact, individual loans 
are generally riskier than individual publicly trad-
ed stocks and bonds. While an equity investment in 
any of the Standard & Poor’s 500 stocks, for instance, 
can easily be liquidated (sold without a major loss in 
value), any single commercial loan is highly illiquid.

It is generally very easy to find a buyer for one of 
these stocks, even in the midst of a market downturn, 
but individual commercial loans typically have very 
few (if any) buyers. In fact, under the new Basel III 
Liquidity Coverage Ratio rules, commercial banks are 
allowed to count equities but not commercial loans 
toward their required amount of high-quality liq-
uid assets.10 The Glass–Steagall act took a very nar-
row view of financial intermediation and did little to 
make markets safer. Policymakers should keep these 
facts, along with many lesser-known Glass–Steagall 
facts, in mind when crafting new financial market 
regulatory reforms.

The Real Impact of Glass–Steagall
Given the Glass–Steagall act’s reputation, it is dif-

ficult to comprehend how little supporting evidence 
Congress uncovered before passing the bill in 1933. 
While countless analysts have cited the many abu-
sive and reckless investment practices that Congress 
supposedly uncovered before passing Glass–Steagall, 
most of these assertions are exaggerated or untrue.11 
The record shows that most of these references cite 
secondary sources rather than the original record, 
opinions and allegations rather than evidence of 

abuse, and practices such as tax avoidance and exces-
sive salaries that had nothing to do with combining 
investment and commercial banking.

The definitive historical study of Glass–Steagall 
shows that “the evidence from the pre-Glass–Stea-
gall period is totally inconsistent with the belief that 
banks’ securities activities or investments caused 
them to fail or caused the financial system to col-
lapse.”12 In fact, the evidence suggests that Depres-
sion-era financial firms engaged in both commercial 
and investment banking were stronger than insti-
tutions engaged only in commercial banking.13 This 
evidence is entirely consistent with the basic prin-
ciple of financial diversification, which holds that 
investors should avoid depending too heavily on any 
single class of assets.

Additional Glass–Steagall Facts
President Trump has called for a “21st century” 

version of Glass–Steagall, though exactly what such 
a policy might entail remains unknown.14 Given that 
the Depression-era law unnecessarily separated 
commercial and investment banking, policymakers 
should consider the following facts before reimple-
menting anything similar to that law:

 n The earliest and most noteworthy failures of 
the 2008 crisis involved pure investment banks 
(Lehman, Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch) and 
pure commercial banks (Washington Mutual, 
Wachovia).15

 n Glass–Steagall-type restrictions would  prevent 
banks from taking “risky bets” with insured 
deposits only if the restrictions prevent banks 
from making consumer and commercial loans. a 
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better approach would be to reduce the coverage 
of federally backed deposit insurance.16

 n The 1933 Glass–Steagall separation applied only 
to U.S. banks’ domestic operations. Internation-
ally, U.S. commercial banks regularly offered 
securities services. By the 1980s, the top 30 Euro-
bond underwriters were U.S. bank affiliates. Citi-
corp offered investment-banking services in over 
35 countries, and Chase Manhattan had offices 
in almost twice as many countries as 10 major 
investment banks combined.17

 n Senator Elizabeth Warren (D–Ma), the consum-
mate Wall Street critic who sponsored a new 
Glass–Steagall bill to separate commercial and 
investment banking, has admitted that those 
restrictions would not have prevented the 2008 
crisis (or even the well-publicized JP Morgan 

“London whale” trading loss).18

 n The mortgage-backed securities at the heart of 
the 2008 crisis were explicitly blessed as safe by 
federal regulators, with the express goal of fund-
ing more nontraditional mortgages.19

Conclusion
The 1933 Glass–Steagall act is still admired by 

many who believe that its separation of commercial 
and investment banking banned the high-risk activi-
ties that caused the Great Depression. These Glass–
Steagall proponents are wrong on several counts. 
Most important, the act did not ban high-risk activi-
ties in banking and likely helped weaken financial 
markets throughout the 20th century.

Implementing a new version of the Glass–Stea-
gall separation between commercial and investment 
banking would not make markets safer, and the very 
notion that politicians and bureaucrats can design 
financial markets by dictating precisely who can 
take which financial risks is flawed. The most likely 
result from implementing a similar version of the 
Glass–Steagall separation, which clearly serves to 
protect firms from competition, is that consumers 
would suffer from higher prices, fewer choices, and 
less opportunity.
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